Introduction* This paper represents a continuation of the work in [5] and [7] , dealing with the study of bounded analytic functions and cluster value theory from the "uniform algebra" point of view. The central theme will be Iversen's theorem, stating roughly that "the boundary cluster set contains the boundary of the cluster set". There is an elementary Banach algebra theorem asserting that "the image of the Shilov boundary contains the boundary of the image". When applied to certain fiber algebras, the latter assertion is closely related to Iversen's theorem, as had already been noted by Kakutani [9] . It is our purpose here to study the connection between Iversen's theorem and its abstract analogues. To describe more accurately what this amounts to, we introduce some notation and definitions.
Let 
If ζ e C , then Z~\{Q) = ^(D) is called the fiber over ζ, and the restriction of H°°(D) to ^f ζ (D) is called the fiber algebra. The Shilov boundary of the fiber algebra is denoted by S ζ (D), and the Shilov boundary of H°°(D) is denoted by S(D). In §1, we show that always S C (D) a S(D)
Although trivial examples show that equality does not generally hold, it turns out that in some cases equality does hold, and that the reverse inclusion is in some sense an abstract form of Iversen's theorem. From the work in [7] it follows that in the case DaC (i.e., n = 1), we have S ζ (D) = S(D) Π ^%(D) whenever ζ is an essential 389 390 T. W. GAMELIN boundary point for D. In § §2 and 3 this result is used to give a proof of a strong form of the one-variable version of Iversen's theorem. This theorem is interpreted in § §4 and 5 as a theorem about representing measures. In §6, the representing measures are patched together to obtain a continuous family of representing measures for points of D satisfying a certain subsidiary condition which reflects Iversen's theorem.
The remaining sections are directed towards polydomain algebras. Section 7 contains background material on algebras on products D = U ι x x U n of open planar sets. It includes a cluster value theorem and other results which can be obtained by a straight-forward iterated application of the techniques employed to obtain the corresponding results in the one-variable case. In §8, continuous families of representing measures are obtained for polydomain algebras, by simply taking the products of the representing measures of §6. The subsidiary condition on these families of representing measures is reinterpreted in § 9, to obtain a version of Iversen's theorem for polydomains. In §10, the results of §7 are combined with the multivariable form of Iversen's theorem to prove that S ζ (D) = S(D) Π ^t ζ (D) whenever C -(ζi, •• ,ζ»), where each ζ s is an essential boundary point of U ό . This latter theorem includes both Iversen's theorem and the most important special case of the cluster value theorem.
The author would like to acknowledge with gratitude several beneficial conversations with 0. Bekken and with L. Zalcman.
Notation and Conventions* All norms will be supremum norms, unless otherwise indicated. The supremum norm over a set E is denoted by subset of Σ(v), which is denoted by E. The measure v has a canonical lift to Σ(v), which will be denoted by ί>, or simply by v when no confusion can arise. Elementary topological properties of Σ(v), on the level of I. 9 of [4], will be used freely. By J(ζ; r) will denoted the open disc in the complex plane with center ζ and radius r, or the open polydisc in C n with center ζ and multiradius r, depending on the context. If E is a subset of the complex plane, then
\E\ = snp{\ζ\:ζeE} .
A reference for background material on uniform algebra theory is [4] .
1, The Inclusion S ζ (D) a S(D) f] ^T ζ (D).
The main result of this section serves to clarify the state of affairs, but it will not be used in an essential way in anything that follows.
If {A k }ΐ =1 is a sequence of uniform algebras, then l°°({A k }) will denote the algebra of sequences {f k }* =1 , where f k e A k , and sup \\f k || < oo. The following theorem is a variation of the "independence of fibers" theorem of J.-P. Rosay [11] . Generalized peak sets, or intersections of peak sets, are defined and discussed in [4] . THEOREM (D) . Let N be an open neighborhood of φ. It suffices to produce a generalized peak point in N Π ^ζ{D). Since φ cannot be isolated in S(D), and since the generalized peak points are dense in S(D) we can find a generalized peak point φ 1 and an open neighborhood N λ of φ ι such that
N.czN^ίN,,
and |Z(9Ί)-C|<1.
Continuing in this fashion, we can construct a sequence {φ^f^i of generalized peak points, and open neighborhoods N ό of φ j9 such that the Nj are disjoint, N ά c JV, and |Z(^ ) -ζ| < 1/i Then Theorem 1.1 applies to the singletons E ά = {<Pj} That theorem shows that the closure of {φ 3 -} is a generalized peak interpolation set. In particular, any cluster point of the sequence {φ 3 } is a generalized peak point, which lies in N C)
and ζ e C n , then
Proof. Generalized peak points in S(D) Π ^i{D) are also generalized peak points for H°°(D) \^ζ (D) 9 and hence belong to S ζ (D) . Taking closures and applying 1.3, we obtain the desired inclusion. Now we specialize to the case of a bounded open set U in the complex plane C. A point ζ e d U is an essential boundary point for U if not all the functions in H°°(U) extend analytically across ζ The set of essential boundary points E of U is a closed subset of dU, and H°°(U) is isometrically isomorphic to H^iUXE). The projection Z(S(U)) of the Shilov boundary S(U) of H°°(U) coincides with E. If ζe U\E, then ^l(U) consists of only one point, the homomorphism "evaluation at ζ", so that ^{U) = S ζ (U) = {ζ}. On the other hand, if ζeE, then ^€£(£7) is quite large.
By Theorem 2.7 of [5], the restriction algebra H 00 {U)\^^m is a closed subalgebra of C(^t ζ (U)) f whose maximal ideal space is ^£ί(U). Theorem 6.8 of [7] asserts that if ζ is an essential boundary point, then every generalized peak point in S ζ (U) for the fiber algebra is a generalized peak point for H°° (D) , and hence lies in S(U). Since such points are dense in S ζ (U) 9 we obtain S c (ί7)gS(C7) Π ^i(U) whenever ζ is an essential boundary point. Combining this with 1.4, we obtain the following theorem. Proof. Let g e L°°(dθ) be the nontangential boundary value function of g = foπeH°° (J) .
By definition, C1 Γ (/, Q) coincides with the cϋ#-essential range of g on π~1(Q) 9 and this coincides with the dθ-
) by a dθ-τm\\ set, so that Clr (/, Q) coincides with the d#-essential range of / o π on π~\Z~ι(Q)). Since π*(m w ) = λ β , this coincides with the λ-essential range of / on Z~\Q).
3.
Iversen's theorem* The cluster set of feH°°(U) at ζedU is denoted by Cl (/, ζ). It consists of all complex numbers b for which there is a sequence z n e U satisfying z n -> ζ and f(z n ) -• 6. Evidently Cl (/, ζ) coincides with the range of / on the adherence of U in^( C7), so that in particular
It is shown in [5] that equality always holds here, but we do not need this fact for now. The following version of Iversen's theorem is already a consequence of our discussion so far. We denote by μ the harmonic measure on dU for some suppressed point z of U. THEOREM 
Let Q be a relatively open subset of supp μ and letfeH~(U).
If
Proof. The hypothesis and Theorem 2.3 show that the λ-essential range of / on Z~ι{Q) is bounded in modulus by 1. Since / is continuous on ^(U) 9 we have |/| <£ 1 on Z~\Q) Π suppλ, a relatively open subset of suppλ. Now the closed support of λ contains the Shilov boundary for H~(U), so that \f\ ^ 1 on S(U) Π ^(U) for all essential boundary points ζeQ. By Theorem 1.5, S(U) Γ) s%(U) = S z (ϋ) 9 so that we obtain in turn \f(S ζ (U)) \ ^ 1, \f(^t ζ (U)) \ ^ 1, and |C1 (/, ζ) | ^ 1 for essential boundary points ζ e Q. Since each / e H°°( U) is analytic on the subset of ϋ of nonessential boundary points of U, and since the terminal points of conformal rays are appropriately dense in supp μ, it is clear that the desired result holds also for those ζ e Q which are not essential boundary points of U.
We will need a stronger version of Iversen's theorem. Note that Theorem 3.1 emerges from the following theorem as a -> 1. Proof. We will argue by contradiction. Suppose the theorem is not true. Then there exist f n e H°°( U) and z n e U such that z n converges to a point ζe Q, \f n (z n )\ > a, \\f n \\ ^ M, and |/J ^ 1 a.e. dx on Z~ι(Q). We can assume that f n converges weak-star to/in L°°(λ), so that feH~(U), \\f\\ ^ M, and |/| ^ 1 a.e. dx on Z~\Q).
Suppose first that ζ is a regular boundary point of U. Then μ z% converges weak-star to the point mass at ζ, so that
The estimate
then shows that lim sup \f n {z n ) \ <S 1, a contradiction. Suppose next that ζ is an irregular boundary point of U. Then {ζ} is a component of dΐl. For each ε > 0, we can find a simple closed Jordan curve J ε in U which surrounds ζ and which is contained in the ε-disc centered at ζ. Let U ε be the part of U inside J ε . We assume ε is so small that U ε Π supp//gQ. By Theorem 3.1, we have \f n \ ^a near points of Q n dU ε . If n is large, then z n e U ε . Since \fn( z n) I > α> the maximum modulus principle implies that there is some point x n e J ε such that \f n (x n ) \ > a. Let ζ ε e J ε be a cluster point of the sequence {x n }. By Schwarz's lemma, we will have |/(ζ ε ) | ^ a. Now ζ £ -> ζ as ε -• 0, so that |C1 (/, ζ) | ^ a. This contradicts Theorem 3.1, and the theorem is established.
4.
Representing measures* In this section, we give two abstract lemmas, which will be used to convert Iversen's theorem to information on representing measures.
Let X be a compact space, let A be a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing the constants, and let φ be a nonzero complex-valued homomorphism of A. A representing measure for φ is a positive measure τ on X satisfying φ{f) = \fdτ for all /GA 
5* Existence of representing measures for H°°(U). Let C be a Borel subset of ^f( U).
There is then a Borel subset E of dΔ such that E differs from π~ι{C) by a set of m^-measure zero. Then C differs from π(E) by a set of λ-measure zero, so that 398 T. W. GAMELIN Let G be the group of covering transformations of A over U, so that H°°(U)°π consists of precisely the functions in H°°(A) which are invariant under G. Evidently E is invariant under G, and E is "almost" invariant under G, that is, for each TeG, T(E) differs from E by a set of zero length. (ii) The closed support of X c includes the Shilov boundary of
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, then the natural inclusion embeds H°°(U) isometrically as a weak-star closed subalgebra of L°°(X C ), the natural inclusion embeds H°°(U)oπ as a weak-star closed subalgebra of L°°(dΘ E ), and the evaluation functionals at points of A are continuous on H°°(U)oπ in the weak-star topology of L°°(dθ E ).
Proof. If (i) is true, then each z e U has a representing measure absolutely continuous with respect to X c . Each z e U then belongs to the H°°(U) -convex hull of the closed support of X c , so that the closed support of X c is a boundary for H°°(U), and (ii) is true.
That (ii) implies (iii) follows immediately from the relation λ^ = X π{E) . Evidently (iii) and (iv) are equivalent.
Suppose next that (iii) and (iv) are valid. Then the inclusion H°°{U) o π Q L°°(dθ E ) is an isometry. We claim that H°°(U) o π is weakstar closed in L°°(dθ E ). Indeed, suppose {/»} is a bounded sequence in H°°{U)°π which converges a.e. dθ E to some function /6 L°°(dθ E ). Let F be a weak-star adherent point of the sequence {/"} in H°°(dθ). If TeG, then/; oΓ = /,, so that F o T = F, and F e H°°( U) o π. Evidently F = f a.e. dθ E , so that F lies in the image of H°° (ί7) 
Proof. Choose 1 < a < M so that 2 (log α)/log M < ε, and let V be the open subset of U given in Theorem 3.2, Fix z 0 e V. We apply Lemma 4.2 to σ -dθ E , B = H°°( U) o π, and the homomorphism
The Borel set 7Γ\Z"\Q)) Π Σ{dθ E )) differs from a clopen set F by a set of d0-measure zero. Here F is a Borel subset of #, and we take this to be the F of Lemma 4.2.
Suppose g = foπeH°°(U)oπ satisfies ||#|| <; M, and \g\ ^ 1 a.e. on F. Then |/|^1 a.e. π*d^ on Z~\Q). Since π*dθ E = X c , and since the closed support of λ^ includes S{U), we have \f\ ^1 on Sίl/jn^-'ίQ). By Theorem 1.5, |/|^1 on ^(Z7), for all ζeQ. 6* Continuous selection of representing measures* In this section we show how Theorem 5.2 can be used to obtain integral representation formulae for fuctions in H°°(U), where the kernel functions are to satisfy an accessory condition [Theorem 6.6 (iii)] which embodies Iversen's theorem. The definitions and notation from the preceding section will be preserved. In order to carry the results over later to polydomain algebras, we must continue working with measures hdθ E on dA representing fibers π~~1{z). with mass greater than 1 -1/n on π^\Z^{Δ' nk )). We can arrange that V nk QΔ' nk .
For n ^ 1, let V n = \Jk V nk , and set F o = U. Then F w lies inside a 2/w-neighborhood of 3ί7, and U\V n is at a positive distance from dU. By shrinking the V nk9 if necessary, we can arrange that V n+1 π USV n , so the V n shrink towards dU.
For fixed ξeU, let n be the largest integer such that ξ e V n , say ξ 6 F %ft . Then ξ £ V n+2 . Suppose p ξ e L\dθ E ) represents ττ ι (ξ) and has mass greater than 1 -1/n on π~\Z~~\Δ f nk )). Let W{ξ) be an open disc centered at ξ of radius less than 1/n, such that W(ξ)S V n \V n+2 , and such that the representing functions of 6.4 exist for z e W(ξ) and all have mass larger then 1 -1/n on TΓ^OZ^OO).
We can select a sequence {%} in U such that the open discs {W(z ά )} form a locally finite cover of U. Let p 0 eU{de E ) and q zj e L°°(dθ E ), z e W(Zj), be the functions whose existence is asserted by 6.4, so that QzjPj represents π~\z) for ze Wfe), and the q zj move continuously in L°°(dθ E ) with z e W(z d ). Let {g ά } be a continuous partition of unity subordinate to the cover {W(zj)}, satisfying 0^0/^1, and define oo K = Σ QAΦQZJP* Evidently /^ 6 L\dθ E ) represents π~ι{z). If we define P = Σ P /S 5 ', and if we define K z so that h z -K Z P, then evidently (i) and (ii) are valid.
Let ze U, and let m ~ m(z) satisfy ze F m+1 \F m+2 . Fix z s such that ze W(Zj). Suppose z 5 e V n \V n+1 , and let V nk be the set entering in the choice of the representing function q Z3 p j9 so that the mass of q zj Pj on τr\Z~~\Δ' nk )) is larger that 1 -1/n Since | z -z ό \ < 1/n, and since z d e J' nk , we have
Now by construction, W{z 5 ) is disjoint from V n+2 , so that 2ίF w+2 , and hence m^n. Consequently the above estimate remains valid if we replace n by m. Multiplying by g 3 -and summing over j, we obtain
If now z tends to ζedU, the index m = m(z) approaches + co, so that the mass of π*(h z dθ E ) concentrates at the fiber over ζ. That concludes the proof of the lemma.
If we define K z * -π*(K z ) and P* = ττ*(P), we obtain immediately the following theorem. THEOREM 6.6. Let U be a bounded domain in C such that every point of dU is essential, and let λ be the harmonic measure on
Let C be a Borel subset of ^Jt(JJ) such that the closed support of X c includes S(U). Then there are real-valued nonnegative functions P* e L^Xc) and K? e L°°(X C ), z e U, which satisfy
(i) f(z) = \fK?P*dx c , zeU,feH~(U); (ii) K* moves continuously in L°°(X C ) with ze U; and (iii) as ze U approaches ζedU, the mass of K*P*X C accumulates at the fiber In many cases it is possible to find a subset C of ^€(U) such that S(U) is homeomorphic to Σ(X C ). This occurs for instance when U is finitely connected, or when U is one of the domains "of type L" treated by Zalcman [14] . In this case the functions K* can be regarded as continuous functions on S(U), and the K* will move continuously in C(S(U)) with ze U. 
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= 1
Applying φ e ^J(D) to this identity, we obtain φ(f) = /(ζ) for all feH°°(D), so that φ is the evaluation homomorphism at ζ. Suppose next that ζ e 3D, and suppose that the indices are arranged so that ζ y edUj for 1 ^ j ^ k, while ζ y e ?7, for & + 1 ^ i ^ ^. Let D' = C/Ί x x ί7 Λ . There are natural maps defined by
These maps induce adjoint maps
Since p°c is the identity, c*op* is also the identity, and p* must be a homeomorphism of ^C(Z)') and a compact subset of ^f (D) .
Indeed, if φ e ^£{D f ) and j > k, then Z ά (ρ*φ) = 9>(/0Si) = ζ, , so we have the inclusion "S". On the other hand, suppose 9>e satisfies Z, (φ) = ζ, , fc + 1 ^ j ^ w. If feH°°(D), we can find Λ,
.
--,f k+1 eH-(D)
such that
If ^ = ί*φ, then J%o*f) = {φf){Ψ) =A<P)> so that <p = iO*^, and the reverse inclusion " 3 " also obtains. Set ζ' = (ζ 1? , ζ fc ) e 3C7Ί x x 3Z7 Λ We have shown that -/%,(D') is homeomorphic in a natural way to ^^(D) Note that the expression for / above also shows that the cluster set of / from D at ζ G 3D coincides with the cluster set of / from Ώ' at ζ' e dD\ Consequently both the study of fibers and cluster sets at ζ e 3D can be reduced to the case in which ζ belongs to the "distinguished boundary" of D, that is, in which ζ e dU ι x x dU n . Now we turn to the analogues for polydomains for some results contained in [5] and [7] The proofs will often amount to writing down the integral formulae in [5] and [7] in one variable at a time, regarding the other variables as analytic parameters, and checking that the same estimates obtain as in the one variable case. For this reason, only sketches are given at certain points in the proofs. The iteration procedure was first employed by Bekken [1] , who dealt with rational approximation on product sets. The fact that the iterative methods yield 7.1-7.4 and the cluster value Theorem 7.5 has been observed by several people. Proof. Let g be a smooth function of one complex variable such that g is supported on J(ζ : ; 3), g -1 on //(d; 3/2), and \dg/dw\ ^ 4/3. Define
where w = w + m Then F ι -f -G is analytic and bounded on d; 3/2) x i7 2 x x Z7 Λ , so that the function
is bounded, and
This is the desired decomposition. For the analyticity and estimates, see [7] . LEMMA 
Let ζeD, let 3 > 0, and let D Q be the intersection of D with the polydisc Λ(ζ; 3). Iffe H°°(D Q ), then there exists F e H°°(D) and f lf •••,/»€ H°°(D 0 ) such that
Proof. For the first step, we apply Lemma 7.1, with Ϊ7, replaced by U 3 Π 4(ζ, ; 3) for 2 ^ j ^ n. This yields such that F x =/+ (z x -ζJΛ on A, and HFJI ^33 ||/||. Now we apply 7.1 again, interchanging the variables appropriately, and replacing the Z7/s of 7.1 by the appropriate sets. After n applications of 7.1, we arrive at 7.2. Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of the corresponding result in [5] .
Recall that Cl (/; ζ) is the cluster set of feH~(D) at ζ. The following cluster value theorem, which includes Lemma 7.3, follows easily from 7 4. THEOREM 7.5. If feH°°(D) 9 and ζeD, then
Proof. The proof is the same as that of the corresponding result of [5] .
Recall
that the fiber algebra associated with ζeD is the restriction of H°°(D) to ^f ζ (D).
From 7.2 and 7.5, it follows that each function / in the fiber algebra has an extension F e H CO {D) satisfying \\F\\ D ^ [ (33) w + l]||/IU C (z» It follows that the fiber algebra is a closed subalgebra of C{^f ζ {D)).
In order to study the Shilov boundary S ζ (D) of the fiber algebra, we need sharper information on the extension of functions in the fiber algebra. If ^£[{D) is a peak set, then abstract results yield sharp extension theorems, and the equality S^D) =
S(D) Π ^f ζ (D).
In order to treat the case in which ^f ζ (D) is not a peak set, we must introduce a certain ideal I ζ which plays the role of the kernel of the distinguished homomorphism from the one-variable case, and we must prove the analogue of the extension Theorem 6.2 of [7] for I ζ .
Suppose that ζ 1 e U x is such that ^c x ( 270 is n°t a P ea k set for H°°(U^. Let φ be the distinguished homomorphism in ^^(ί/Ί). For fixed ξj e Uj, 2 ^ j ^ n, we have an identification
and we denote by (φ, ξ 2 , , ξ % ) the image of the distinguished homomorphism under this identification. There is a sequence {z[ j) } in E7Ί which converges to ζ ι in the topology of ϋ lf and which converges to φ in the norm of the dual space of H^U,).
If Proof. According to abstract principles (cf. Lemma 6.1 of [7] )> it suffices to find a sequence {H m } in I ζ such that the H m are uniformly bounded, H m coincides with / on ^€J(D), and H m converges uniformly to zero on compact subsets of ^ί(J9)\^(J9). By 7.5, this latter requirement will be met whenever H m converges uniformly to zero on subsets of D at a positive distance from ζ.
So fix c > 0 and ε > 0. It suffices to find HeH°°(D) such that H = f on Λί(D), ||H||^ (33) fe ||/||, and |H| ^ (33) fc ε off j? Π 4(ζ; c). To produce the function fi", we apply A: times the procedure in Lemma 7.1, and then we handle the remaining n -k variables with a peaking function. Each time we apply 7.1, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 6.2 of [7] , the crucial point being the uniform estimate there for L δ (f), defined in Lemma 2.1 of [7] and estimated in Corollary 3.7 of [7] .
To simplify matters, let us assume that k = 2. Consider the
, z n ) is analytic off Δ(ζ ι \ δ) and vanishes at z 1 -oo. By Schwarz's lemma, we can make F^z) uniformly small whenever | z t -d | > c, by taking δ > 0 sufficiently small. Since /(?\, « 2 , , «») = 0, the estimate of Corollary 3 7 of [7] shows that the term G(ζ 19 z 2 , * ,2 Λ ) is uniformly small if 8 > 0 is sufficiently small. Hence for <? > 0 small we have \F\ < ε off [ΪΛ ΓΊ 4(d;c)] x Z7 2 x x Z7«. Always IIi<ΊI ^ 33H/II, and . We are assuming that k -2, so that for 3 ^ i ^ n, there is a function h 5 e H°°{U ό ) which peaks on ^f ζj {U ό ), that is, Λj = 1 on ^£i 0 {Uj), and |λ y | < 1 on ^(U s ) \^? ζ 
.(U s ).
Then
If m is a large integer, then fe m is small off
Consequently for m sufficiently large, the function H = /zΛi* 7 ' 6 / ζ has the desired properties. 8* Representation formulae for polydomains• In this section, we will extend Theorem 6.6 to polydomains.
Let dθ = dθ ι dθ n denote the volume measure on the distinguished boundary {3A) n of the open unit polydisc
, re iθn ) exists for almost all θ = (θ l9 , θ n ), defining a boundary value function almost everywhere on (dΔ) n . Again the correspondence between a function and its radial boundary values is an isometric isomorphism of H™(Δ n ) and a weak-star closed subalgebra H~{dθ) of L°° (d9), so that the functions in H°°(A n ) can be regarded as continuous functions on Σ(dθ). It is known (cf. [10] ) that H°°(Δ n ) does not separate the points of Σ(dθ). However, once appropriate point identifications are made, one can regard Σ(dθ) as a subset of ^€{Δ n ) which contains the Shilov boundary S(Δ n ). The natural lift of the measure dθ to Σ(d9) will also be denoted by dθ, and the projection of dθ onto ^-f/{Δ % ) will be denoted also by dθ. Fix bounded domains U u , U n of C such that each boundary point of each U 3 -is essential, and let D = U ι x x U n . Let π 3 be the universal covering map of Δ over U j9 and let π = (π u •••, π % ) be the universal covering map of Δ n over D. Then TΓ extends to a continuous map
π:
Indeed, the map /->/<>π of H~{D) into H°°(Δ n ) has an adjoint whose restriction to ^/ί{Δ n ), regarded as a subset of FI°°(Δ n )*, yields the desired extension of π.
Let G 3 be the group of covering transformations of Δ over U,, so that πjo T = π ό for all T e G jf and let G = Gi x x G n be the group of covering transformations of J w over D. Then H°°(D) is isomorphic to the algebra of functions in H°°(Δ n ) which are invariant under G. Similarly we have natural maps Φ: ^£{Δ n ) ->^/^{Δ) % and
and one verifies that the following diagram is commutative:
If we start with the measure K z Pdθ E on Σ(dθ) and take the low road, we obtain the measure (Zoπ)*(K z Pd9 E ) of the theorem. On the other hand, if we take the high road around we obtain a measure on ΌΊ x x U n which is a product of the projections of the kernel measures dealt with in Lemma 6.5. Applying Lemma 6.5 (iii) to each factor, we obtain assertion (iii). That concludes the proof of Theorem 8. 3 .
As in §2, we could define a harmonic measure λ on ^£{JD), by defining \ z -ττ*(m w ), when m w is the Poisson kernel for weJ n f and z = π(w). The commutative diagram above serves to compensate for the fact that m w and λ* are not product measures on ^£{Δ % ) and €(Ώ) respectively. The commutative diagram and results from §2 show for instance that Z*(X Z ) is the product of harmonic measures
9* Iversen's theorem in polydomains* We retain the notation of the preceding section. Preceding in analogy with §2, the conformed ray Ύ θ in D is defined to be the image under π of the interval {re iθ : 0 ^ r < 1}. Almost all (dθ) conformal ray terminate at a point of dΐlί x ••• x dU n , and every feH°°(D) has limits along almost all conformal ray. Let Γ(E) denote the family of conformal ray 7 Θ , where θ belongs to the set E = E ι x x E n of the preceding section. If Q is a subset of dϋΊ x x dU n , and feH°°(D), we define C1 Γ(JS) (/, Q) to be the essential cluster set of / along conformal ray in Γ(E) which terminate in Q. In other words, b e Gl ΓUS) (f, Q) if and only if for each e > 0, there is a set of conformal ray in Γ(E) corresponding to a subset of E of positive d9-measure, each of which terminates in Q, and along each of which / has a limit within e of δ. Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.3. Let T be the set of e iθ e E such that the conformal ray y θ terminates in Q. By definition, Cl Γ{E) (f, Q) coincides with the ^©-essential range of the boundary value function of / o π on V, and this is the range of / o π on T. As in 2.3, f differs from E Π π"\Z-ι {Q)) by a set of dθ-measure zero. Consequently Cl Γ(i?) (/, Q) coincides with the dθ Eessential range of /oττ on π~\Z~1{Q)), and this is the π^dθ^-essential range of / on Z~\Q).
As before, we denote by Cl (/, Q) the cluster set from D of a function feH~(D) at the set Q. THEOREM 
Proof. Fix ζeQ, and represent/by the integral formula of §8.
According to the hypothesis and Lemma 9. That establishes the theorem.
10. The Shilov boundary of the fiber algebra. Now we are in a position to prove a multivariable version of Theorem 1.5. THEOREM 
Let D -U x x
x U n be a bounded polydomain in C n . Let ζ = (ζ u * ,ζ % ), where each ζ 3 -is an essential boundary point of U 3 : Then
We can assume that each point of dUj is essential, 1 ^ j ^ n. The proof will be broken into several lemmas. We fix ζ as above.
x E n is chosen as in § 8.
Then the closed support of π*(dθ E ) contains S ζ (D).
Proof. Suppose fe H°°(D) is such that |/| < 1 on the intersection of ^f ζ (D) and the closed support of π*(dθ E ). Then there is ε > 0 such that I/I <1 a.e. π*(dθ E ) on Z~\Δ{ζ\ ε)). By Lemma 9.1 and Theorem 9.2, or by the proof of Theorem 9.2, we have |C1 (/, ζ) | ^ l By Theorem 7.5, |/| ^ 1 on ^t ζ {D). This shows that the intersection of ^^^Ώ) with the closed support of π*(dθ E ) is a boundary for the fiber algebra, so that it includes S C (D). Now we will work with the distinguished ideal I ζ introduced in §7. LEMMA 10.3 (D) . Letting ε~> 0, we obtain |F| = 1 on S ζ (D).
Proof of Theorem 10.1. Let φ e S ζ (D) be a generalized peak point for the fiber algebra. Let p be a continuous function on ^/£{D) such that 0 < p ^ 1, and p(φ) = 1. Then there is # e H°°(D) such that #(<p) = 1, and \g\ ^ p on ^£ [{D) . Multiplying g by a unitary multiple of the function F of Lemma 10.2, we can assume furthermore that g e I ζ . By Theorem 7.6, there is G e H~(D) such that G(φ) = 1, and |G| ^ p on ^f (D) .
It follows that φ is a generalized peak point for H°°{D), so that φeS (D) .
Such <ρ's are dense in S ζ (D), so that S ς (J5) S S(D) Π ^ί{D).
The reverse inclusion follows from Theorem 1.4. That completes the proof.
Several remarks are in order, concerning 10.1. The first observation is that the multivariable version 9.2 of Iversen's theorem follows from Theorem 10.1, just as the single-variable version 3.1 followed from Theorem 1.5. However, Theorem 10.1 is somewhat stronger that 9. Let λ, be harmonic measure on ^t{V ό ), and define harmonic measure on ^£(JJ) to be λ = ΣX d /2 j . Working with the measure λ, and working with a covering space over U consisting of a disjoint union of discs, one for each V jy one can carry through the analogues of the results in § §2 through 6. The results in § §8 through 10 then can also be modified to cover the disconnected case, The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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